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A FORMULA FOR THE TANGENT BUNDLE

OF FLAG MANIFOLDS AND RELATED MANIFOLDS

BY

KEE YUEN LAM(!)

ABSTRACT.  A formula is given for the tangent bundle of a flag manifold

G in terms of canonically defined vector bundles over G.   The formula leads to a

unified proof of some parallelizability theorems of Stiefel manifolds.  It can also

be used to deduce some immersion theorems for flag manifolds.

1. Introduction.  In this note F will denote either the field R of real num-

bers, the field C of complex numbers, or the skew-field H of quaternions. Z(F)

will denote the centre of F, and d = dimR F. The space F" of all n-tuples of

elements in F will be equipped with a "hermitian" product (, > with values in F,

and a dot product with values in R, as follows: if * = (*j,.... xn),y — iyx,

. . . ,yn) are in F", then

<x. y) = xxyx + x2y2 + ■■•+ x„y„ E F,

x-y = 1A(<x,y) + <y,x))ER.

Finally, all vector spaces over F are left vector spaces, unless otherwise specified.

Suppose now nx, n2,. . . ,ns are fixed positive integers such that nx +

n2 + • • • + ns = n.  By a "flag", or more precisely a "(n,,. . . , ns)-flag over

F", we mean a collection o of mutually orthogonal subspaces (ox, . . . , os) in F"

such that dimFo¡ = n¡. The space of all such flags forms a compact smooth mani-

fold (and a complex manifold in case F = C). We shall denote this manifold by

GF(nx, .... ns), or simply by G if nx, . .   , ns and F are clearly understood.

As an example, note that GR(nx, n2) is just the Grassmannian manifold of n1

planes in Euclidean nx + n2 space.

One way to describe G as a smooth manifold is the following. Let UF(n)

be the Lie group of all n x n matrices A with entries in F satisfying .4.4' ■ In.

Then UF(n) acts on F" from the right, the action being (*, A) r-*■ xA, where

* G F" is regarded as a row vector. In a well-known manner, one can identify
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the space G with the homogeneous space UF{n)/UF{nx) x • • • x UF{ns). In

particular, G is a compact smooth manifold, whose dimension can be computed

to be Vd{n2-2 n2).

The purpose of this note is to furnish an explicit formula for the tangent

bundle of G, and to derive from it some applications to questions such as immers-

ing G into Euclidean spaces, parallelizability of Stiefel manifolds, etc.

We begin by observing that there are naturally defined F-vector bundles

ll» %%» • • • » Ii over G.   In fact we just define %¡ to be the F-vector bundle whose

fibre at the point o is the vector space o¡. Note that since o¡ inherits the hermi-

tian product of F", %x is automatically a F-vector bundle with "hermitian" product

< , >. Next it should be noted that there is an F-isomorphism

(1.0)      %x ® %2 © • • • © %s «F «eF     (= trivial bundle of F-dim «),

because %x © ■ • • © %s is obtained by simply "erecting F" as fibre over each and

every point o EG."  Furthermore, this isomorphism preserves hermitian product.

Theorem (1.1).   The tangent bundle 7(G) of G is isomorphic to

i<£/<, Hom^)

as Z{F)-vector bundles.

From elementary linear algebra one has

HomF(£f, %¡) «Z(F) Hompd,., eF) ®F £,-,

where eF is the trivial bundle G x F and Hom^l,., eF) is the dual bundle of right

F-vector spaces.  Furthermore, the hermitian product in %¡ permits us to identity

Hompd;,., eF) with the conjugate bundle %,, whose typical fibre is the right F-

vector space obtained by forming the "conjugate" of the corresponding fibre of

%i (see §4). Thus theorem (1.1) can be stated as

Corollary (1.2).  The tangent bundle 7(G) of G is isomorphic to

i </</<«

as Z{F)-vector bundles.

2. Proof of Theorem (1.1).  To prove Theorem (1.1) we first show that for

each i < /, Hom^i;,., £ •) can be embedded into 7(G) as a Z(F)-subbundle in a

natural way.  For notational convenience we shall describe the embedding of

Hompfj-p %2) into 7(G), the description for the other embeddings being entirely

similar.

Let o = (rjj, a2,. . . , os) he a flag, or a point in G  The fibre of
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HomF(£j, £2) over o is the vector space HomF(^j, %2)a = HomF(Oj, o2).  Let

/: ox —*■ o2 be an element of this fibre.  For any t E R let y(tf) be the graph of

tf in the direct sum ox © o2, and let y^itf) be the orthogonal complement of

y(tf) in this direct sum. Clearly, y(tf) is an nx -plane in F", and coincides with ox

when t = 0. As t varies, the flag

ot = (y(tf),y1{tf),o3,...,os)

describes a smooth curve in G passing through a, and we can take its tangent

vector i(f) at o.

Lemma (2.1).  The correspondence f —► iff) induces an embedding i of

HomF(¡;x, ï2) into T(G).

To prove Lemma (2.1) we shall introduce coordinates in a neighbourhood

of the point o, as follows. By recoordinating F" if necessary, one can suppose

that the first nx rows of the identity matrix In form a basis of ox, the next n2

rows of In form a basis of o2, and so on.  Consider now a matrix

A = 0   Z„

0    0

in upper diagonal block form with entries in F. Let V¡ C F" be the subspace

spanned by the first nx + n2 + ■ ■ ■ + n¡ rows of A.  Let of be the orthogonal

complement of V¡_x in V¡. Then o(A) = (erf, o\, . . . , of) is a flag, and hence

a point in G.  Furthermore if B is another upper diagonal block matrix, then

o(A) = o(B) implies A = B. Thus we can use the upper diagonal entries of A as

a coordinate chart (a complex coordinate chart in case F = C) for an open neigh-

bourhood U of the point o EG, with o being the origin.

Using the bases of ox and o2 given above, we can write down the nx x n2

matrix M(f) off: ox —* o2. If now

At-

7-    tM(f)

0    Z„

0

0     0 •ij

then the curve ot is just of/I,),so that in terms of coordinates the components

of the tangent vector i(f) = (dot/dt)t=0, when arranged in blocks in upper di-

agonal positions, are simply
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0   M(f)---0
o •••o

...fj

This clearly shows that i is a Z(F)-linear embedding of Hompíj-j, £2) into 7(G).

To finish the proof of Theorem (1.1), let ii;. (/ </) be the natural embed-

ding of Honipfj;;, %j) into 7(G). Ifftf o¡ —> oy is an arbitrary vector in the fibre

of Hompd;,., £•) over a, then in the coordinate neighbourhood U, the components

for the tangent vector 21</</<Jt1/(/}i/), when arranged in blocks in upper diagonal

positions, are just

WMWi,3)   •••   MifXtS)

M(f2>3)   ■■■   M(f2)S)

'"   M(fs_XtS).

This makes it clear that

0     Hompß,., %¡) «Z(F) 7(G),
1 <i<j<s

and Theorem (1.1) is proved.

Remark   In the case of Grassmannian manifolds, the formula for T{G) has

been established in [9, p. 411] for F = R, and also in [5, p. 217] using Lie group

representations. (See also [8].) Our formula for the tangent bundle of flag man-

ifolds can be regarded both as an extension to that of [9], and as a totally differ-

ent approach in the Grassmannian case that is considerably simpler than the

treatment of [5].

3. Tangent bundle of some related manifolds.  It is easy to see that there

is an analogous formula for the tangent bundle of manifolds formed by the set of

all mutually orthogonal subspaces {ox, o2, . . . , dk, ok+x, . . . , os) in R" with

R-dimensions equal to nx, n2, . . . ,ns respectively, and with ox, . . . , dk ori-

ented.  In particular, real Stiefel manifolds can be looked upon as manifolds of

this type.  However, we shall give a unified treatment for the tangent bundle of

real, complex and quaternionic Stiefel manifolds in the next paragraph.

By the Stiefel manifold V = VF{n, k) we mean the manifold of all ft-frames

6 in F" whose k vectors 9x, 62, . . . , dk satisfy (d¡, 6) = 8f/- for 1 <i, j <k.

Alternatively we can define V to be the homogeneous space UF{n)lUF{n - k).  If

6 E V is a ft-frame in F", let Fd¡ he the F-subspace spanned by the /th vector 6¡

of the frame 6, and let 01 be the orthogonal complement of F0j © • • • © E6k

in F".  Then jt(0) = (F0j, . . . , F0„, 01) is a (1, . . . , 1, « - fc)-flag in F", and

in this way we obtain a principal fibration
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tt: VF(n, k) -* GF(1^_^l,n-k),

k
whose fibre is UF(1) x- • • x UF(1) (k factors).  Furthermore, if £j, . . . , £fc and

£fc+i are the canonical bundles over GF(1, . . . , 1, n - k) defined in §1, then

the pull-back bundles 7T*(|,) have the following description:

(1) For 1 < i < k, n*{^¡) is the trivial bundle eF. This is because the fibre

7r*(|f)0 is none other than F0,., in which the vector 9¡ serves as a canonical non-

zero section.

(2) 7T*(Çfc+ j) is obtained by "erecting 01 as the fibre over 0 G VF(n, k)".

Henceforth, we shall refer to this bundle as 7jF(n, k), or simply as r, if n, k and F

are clearly understood.

(3) Since %x © • • • © %k © £fc+, »F neF, applying n* gives keF © r, *F

neF, or fcZeR © tj «* n<ZeR if the underlying real bundle of r, is to be emphasised.

In particular, this shows that

(*) /eR © 7j « trivial bundle,   whenever l>kd.

The above information now enables us to prove

Theorem (3.1).   For n > k > 2, the Stiefel manifold VF(n, k) is parallel-

izable, i.e. its tangent bundle is R-trivial.

Proof.   Since n is a principal fibration, the bundle along the fibre is the

trivial bundle k(d - l)eR. Hence, with **•»" meaning "isomorphisms over R",

T{VF{n, k)) « 7T*(7ÏGF(1,.... 1, n - k))) © bundle along the fibre

«       0       n*0Jomv(i„ p © kid - l)eR
1 </</<*:+1

«     ©     HomF(eF, eF)©fcHomF(eF,77)©A:(íí-l)eR
i</</<*

« Vtk(k - l>ZeR © kr, © k(d - l)eR

« Vtk(kd + d- 2)eR © kr,.

Since Vtk(kd + d - 2) > kd unless F = R and k = 2, we can repeatedly

apply (*) to conclude that, apart from VR(n, 2), T(VF(n, k)) is trivial for all

k > 2. As for VK(n, 2), our argument only shows that 7X^R(n, 2)) © eR is

trivial.  Although one can refine the argument to trivialise T(VR(n, 2)) in case

n = 0 (mod 4), using the fact that S"~l has three vector fields that lift to three

sections in 77 © eR, the parallelizability of VR(n, 2) for general n seems to require

a different type of argument, such as for example in [2] or [10].

Remark.   The parallelizability of VF(n, k) for k > 2 is a known result,
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see Sutherland [10] and Handel [6]. Nevertheless, the proof given in Theorem

(3.1) is more elementary and unifies the cases k > 3 for all possible F.  It also

provides a rather explicit trivialisation of the tangent bundle of Stiefel manifolds,

save for the exceptional case of VR{n, 2).

We now confine ourselves to F = R or C, and turn our attention to the so

called "projective Stiefel manifolds", which have found some applications in topo-

logy (see [1], [3] and [4]). The projective Stiefel manifold PVF{n, k), by def-

inition, is obtained from VF{n, k) by identifying any frame 0 = {dx.6k)

with the frame a0 = (a0j, . . . , a6k) for any a E UF{1). For convenience, we

can refer to a point [0] in PVF{n, k) as a "projective Mrame" in F". Note that

as a homogeneous space, PVF{n, k) is just UF{n)/AF{k) x UF{n - k), where

Ap(Ä;) is the subgroup of UF{1) x • • • x UF{1) consisting of matrices odk with

a E UF{1). There is a projection map

p:PVF{n,k)-^GF{l,...,l,n-k)

obtained by sending a projective frame [0] to the flag (F0j, . . . , F0fc, 6L). Note

that p is a principal fibration with structural group ¿7F(1) x • • • x UF{l)/AF{k).

(Remember that ¿7F(1) is communative for F = R or C.) Under p, the pull-back

bundles p*(|,), 1 < / < k + 1, have the following description:

(1) If f is the F-line bundle over PVF{n, k) well defined by erecting F0j

as fibre over the projective frame [0] = [9X, . . . , 6k], then for 1 </<&,

p*{i-¡) ̂ p f as F-vector bundles.  This is because the map

P*a,)[9)3XÖ/^X0iefle]      (X6F)

gives a well-defined F-isomorphism from p*{%¡) to f.

(2) p*{%k+x) is the bundle which erects the vector space 6L as fiber over

the projective frame [0]. We shall also denote this bundle by 17, for the reason

that under the identification map VF{n, k) —► PVF{n, k), it pulls back to what

we previously called r? over the Stiefel manifold VF{n, k).

Since p is a principal fibration, the bundle along the fibre for p is trivial, of

R-dimension {k - l)(d - 1). Consequently, the tangent bundle of a projective

Stiefel manifold as a real bundle is given by

T{PVF{n, k)) * p*7(G(l.1, «-*))©(*- 1X¿ - l)eR

« p*(      0        Hompß,, $ )\ © {k - l){d - l)eR
yi<i</<fc+i /

«     ©     Homp(?,f)©A:HomF(f,î?)©(^-l)(ti-l)eR.
1 <K/<fc

Since HomF(f, J) is trivial for F = R or C, we obtain
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Theorem (3.2).   77ze tangent bundle of a projective Stiefel manifold is

given by

(**) T(PVF(n, k)) « k HomF(f, t?) © Vt(k - l)(kd + 2d - 2)eR.

Corollary (3.3). This tangent bundle, abbreviated as T, satisfies the re-

lationship T © (Vtk(k -l)d + k + d-l)eK»knt.

Proof.  The relationship %x © • • • © %k © £fe+, «F neF pulls back under

p* to give fcf © r, ^F neF. Multiplying by k, one obtains &2? © kr, «F fcneF.

Taking HomF(f, _), using HomF(f, f) « deR and HomF(f, eF) «R f, we get

fc2creR © k HomF(f, t?) « Änf,

from which the corollary follows by adding to both sides of (**) the trivial bun-

dle (î4Jfc(jfc - \)d + k + d - l)eR.

Note that when k = l,PVF(n, 1) is just a real or complex projective space,

and f is the canonical Hopf line bundle over it. In this case Corollary (3.3) simply

reduces to the well-known facts about the tangent bundle of such spaces.

We remark finally that although an analogous manifold PVF(n, k) can be

defined for F the quaternions, the description of its tangent bundle is not as

simple as in Theorem (3.2), due to the noncommutativity of the quaternions.

4. The functor p2. In this section we discuss a functor p2 analogous to

the "symmetric power functor" s2 on vector spaces. The result will be used in

§5 to obtain immersions of flag manifolds into Euclidean spaces.

If V is a left vector space over F, the conjugate vector space V is the right

F-vector space having V as underlying abelian group, with scalar multiplication

given by va= av for any vE V and a in F.  The tensor product V®F V is then

a vector space over R, and the map T: V®F V —*■ V ®F V given by T(u ® v) =

-v ® u is a well-defined, R-linear involution. (Although it is true that in case

F = C, V ®F V is a C-vector space and T is actually conjugate linear, this addi-

tional structure will not be used in the sequel.)   Let Fix(7) be the subspace of

V ®F V consisting of all fixed points of T. It can be verified that Fix(7) is

spanned by tensors of the form « ® v - v ® u, together with those of the form

u®ßu, where ß is any element in F such that ß = -ß. Define

pl(V)=V®FVfFix(T).

Then pF is a covariant functor from the category of left F-vector spaces to the

category of R-vector spaces. Analogous to the property

s2(W © W') » s2(W) © W ® W © s2(H>')

of the symmetric power functor s2 for vector spaces over any field, we have
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Proposition (4.1). If V, W are F-vector spaces, then there is a natural

isomorphism

p\{V © HO « p\{V) © V ®F IV © 4(NO-

PROOF.  Consider the diagram

{V®W)®F {V®W)-► K®F V®V®F ÏV©IV®F K©IV®F IV

nv®w irv © (1 4- t) © itw

p2F{V®W)-4-.> /x|(IO©K®fH/©/íf(IV)

where the top map is the natural identification, the right vertical map is the direct

sum of

nv®nw: V®F V®W®F W -*■ p\{V) © p\{W)

with the map

1 +t: V®f JV©ÍV®F V—* V®F W

defined by (1 + t){v ®w + wx ®vx) = v ®w + vx ®wx. This right vertical

map annihilates precisely Fix(7Ke w), and so induces an isomorphism 0 as in-

dicated by the dotted arrow of the diagram.

Corollary (4.2). If àimFV = m, then a\imKp2{V) = }&m{m - l)d 4- m.

Proof.  Under the identification F®F F « F, 7 becomes the map T{a) =

-a for any a E F. Thus Fix(T) = {a G F| a = -a), and so ju|(F) = R. The

corollary then follows from Proposition (4.1) by induction on m.

Suppose now V is equipped with a nondegenerate hermitian product <, >

over F. Since (u, v) = (v, u) and

<w, oa)) - <ua, v) = <u, vjä-hai, v)

for any u, v E V, a E F, the R-linear map V ®F V —► R given by u ® v ■—►

u • v = xA{{u, v) + (v, uï) is well defined, and induces an epimorphism /: pF{V)

—* R. Such an epimorphism / will be useful in §5.

5. Immersion of flag manifolds into Euclidean spaces. The basic immersion

theorem of M. Hirsch [7] states that if Af is an «i-dimensional differentiable man-

ifold with tangent bundle T{M), such that there exists a real vector bundle v of

dimension q > 0 over M satisfying v © T{M) = («i + t?)eR, then Af immerses in

Rm+q. We shall now combine it with Theorem (1.1) to get immersion results

for flag manifolds.
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Theorem (5.1).  The flag manifold G = GF(nlt . . . , ns) can be immersed

in Euclidean space with codimension

in - s) + fc Z "¿«i "W
f=i

provided this codimension is nonzero.

Proof.  Take the isomorphism %x © • • • © £4 «*F neF, and apply the

functor p\ to both sides, using Proposition (4.1) along the way.  The result is

(#) 046.W    ©    £ ®F Sy) « a trivial bundle.
i=l \ !«</<* '

By Corollary (1.2), the second summand on the left side is precisely the tangent

bundle T(G).  Furthermore, since each %¡ is a bundle with nondegenerate hermitian

product over F, the final remark in §4 shows that there is a bundle epimorphism

/:©M|a,)-*seR.
i=i

From these facts, it follows by standard argument that

ker(/) © T(G) « a trivial bundle.

Since the fibre dimension of ker(y) is (n - s) © të2*=1 n¡(n¡ - l)d, Hirsch's theo-

rem can be applied to yield the desired immersions of G, proving Theorem (5.1).

In the case F = R, there is no need to distinguish a real vector bundle from

its conjugate, so that T(G) is simply ©!<,•</<,{;,• ®R ?;•• Using the second ex-

terior power functor X2 instead of p2, and arguing exactly the same way as in

Theorem (5.1), one can get

Corollary (52). 77ie red flag manifold GR(nx,... ,ns) can be immersed

in Euclidean space with codimension ]á'Zn¡{n¡ - 1), provided this codimension is

nonzero.

This, of course, is a better result than the real case of Theorem (5.1).

In both the theorem and the corollary, if the codimension number turns

out to be zero, then (#) shows that the manifold in question (which is

GF(1, . . . , 1)) must be stably parallelizable, and thus immerses in codimension

one by Hirsch's theorem.

The above immersions are not always interesting.  For example, if G —

GF(1, n - 1) is the projective space, then the immersion codimension far exceeds

dim G.   However, there are cases in which the codimension is considerably less

than dim G (such as when all n,'s are close to n/s). These then constitute the

interesting cases of our theorem.
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Remark.  The immersion of complex flag manifolds is obtained by

Tornehave [11], using a quite different method. To the best of our knowledge,

the immersion results for quaternionic flag manifolds have not been given before

in the literature.
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